
 

Application Materials: The application should consist of a nominating letter, a CV plus 1-2 letters of support (see criteria). The nominating statements should be written as relating to the 

specific award for which the member is being nominated (1-2 page max). Nominating statements should be written in English, letters of support may be written in other languages 

(although English is preferred). Anyone can nominate and write support letters, but we do not accept self-nominations. Please submit all application materials to ins@the-ins.org    

Due Date: Nominations may be submitted at any time. Ideally, awards nominations will be received four months prior to the meeting where the award is to be 

given (either the Annual or Mid-Year Meeting). For an award to be considered for the INS Mid-Year Meeting, please submit nominations by March 31st. For an 

award to be considered for the INS Annual Meeting, please submit nominations by September 30th of the prior year. Nominations are typically kept under 

consideration for future meetings if not awarded at a certain meeting (unless the nomination is not elegible).  

                                                             
1 Terminal degree can be either a PhD degree, a master or a certified clinical degree (may vary across countries) 

Call for INS Awards Nominations 
 

Award Eligible period Description INS 
membership 
required 

Required  Presentation 
yes/no 

Annual/Mid-Year 

Early Career  ≤ 10 yrs after 
terminal 
degree1 

Independent research contribution with at minimum, a national 
reputation, and appropriate productivity.   
 

no 1 nomination letter 
and at least 1 letter 
of support 

Yes (1-hr 
presentation) 

both 

Arthur Benton 
Mid Career  

11-24 yrs after 
terminal 
degree1 

Late associate-early full professor level, (growing) international 
reputation, substantive research impact (eg citations, impact 
factors) 

no 1 nomination letter 
and 2 letters of 
support 

Yes (1-hr 
presentation) 

both 

Pauls Satz Career 
Mentoring Award 

Mid-career to 
senior 

Recognition of an individual whose mentoring/teaching activities 
have made a profound impact on careers of students in the field of 
neuropsychology (evidenced by eg accomplishments of the 
mentor’s trainees). The impact of the awardee’s mentoring should 
extend beyond the mentor’s home institution. 

no 1 nomination letter 
and 2 letters of 
support 

no both 

Lifetime Award 
for Research 

>25 years Independent established senior researcher, international 
reputation, substantive research impact. May or may not be active 
in her/his career; impact transformative for the field; i.e. by the 
development of a significant body of knowledge within an area of 
neuropsychology; promotion of a theory.  

no 1 nomination letter 
and 2 letters of 
support 

Yes (1-hr 
presentation) 

both 

Lifetime Award 
for Education 

Senior Recognition of a senior individual who has furthered the 
development of the field of neuropsychology beyond their own 
institution. Methods of educational impact are not limited (books, 
courses) with (intern)national impact. May or may not be active. 

no 1 nomination letter 
and 2 letters of 
support 

Yes (1-hr 
presentation) 

both 

Lifetime Award 
for Service 

Senior  Recognition of an individual who has made a significant 
contribution to INS through commitment and support of the goals 
of the society. Criteria for the service to INS award are wide (eg 
pioneer status in the development of INS, leadership at 
transformational times). May or may not be active. 

yes 1 nomination letter 
and 2 letters of 
support 

no both 

Distinguished 
Career Award 

At/near end of 
career 

The Distinguished Career Award has been established by the INS 
Board of Governors to recognize individuals who are at or near the 
ends of their careers, and who have made major, sustained 
contributions to the field of neuropsychology as well as to the INS. 

yes 1 nomination letter 
and 2 letters of 
support 

no both 

mailto:ins@the-ins.org

